
A High Five for Glenn Burke

Phil Bildner

After researching Glenn Burke, the first

major league baseball player to come out

as gay, sixth-grader Silas Wade slowly

comes out to his best friend Zoey, then his

coach, with unexpected consequences.
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Lisa Jenn Bigelow

Hazel knows a lot about the world. That's

because when she's not hanging with her best

friend, taking care of her dog, or helping care

for the goats on her family's farm, she loves

reading through dusty encyclopedias. But

even Hazel doesn't have answers for the

questions awaiting her as she enters eighth

grade. 
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Zenobia July

Lisa Bunker

Zenobia July, an excellent coder and

hacker, investigates a mystery while

wrestling with the challenges of a new

school, a new family, and presenting her

true gender for the first time.
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Star-Crossed

Barbara Dee

When Mattie is cast as Romeo in an

eighth-grade play, she is confused to find

herself increasingly attracted to Gemma,

a new classmate who is playing Juliet.
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In the Role of Brie Hutchins

Nicole Melleby

When Brie's mom walks in on her looking

at some possibly inappropriate photos of

her favorite actress, Brie panics and lies

about the school's May Crowning

ceremony. Desperate to make her lie

become truth, Brie juggles confusing

feelings with the rapidly approaching May

Crowning-- and her feelings for a girl.
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Recommended Reads

LGBTQ+ 
For Older Children

Rick

Alex Gino

Eleven-year-old Rick Ramsey has

generally gone along with everybody. But

now in middle school he discovers the

Rainbow Spectrum club, where kids of

many genders and identities can express

themselves--and maybe among them he

can find new friends and discover his own

identity.
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King and the Dragonflies

Kacen Callender

In a small but turbulent Louisiana town,

one boy's grief takes him beyond the

bayous of his backyard, to learn that

there is no right way to be yourself.
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The Mighty Heart of Sunny St. James

Ashley Herring Blake

Twelve-year-old Sunny St. James must

navigate heart surgery, reconnections with

a lost mother, the betrayal of a former best

friend, first kisses, and emerging feelings

for another girl.
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The Moon Within

Aida Salazar

Eleven-year-old Celi Rivera is uncomfortable

about her approaching period, and the

changes that are happening to her body; she is

horrified that her mother wants to hold a

traditional public moon ceremony to celebrate

the occasion--until she finds out that her best

friend Magda is contemplating an even more

profound change of life.
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Martin McLean, Middle School Queen

Alyssa Zaczek

Seventh-grader Martin McLean has

trouble expressing himself except at

Mathletes competitions and, now, as a

female impersonator but his first-ever

drag show falls on the same night as an

important Mathletes tournament.
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Princess Princess Ever After

Katie O'Neill

Join Sadie and Amira, two very

different princesses with very different

strengths, on their journey to figure out

what happily ever after really means and

how they can find it with each other.
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You Be You!: The Kid's Guide to

Gender, Sexuality, and Family

Jonathan Branfman

This is an illustrated children's book for ages

7-11 that makes gender identity, sexual

orientation and family diversity easy to

explain to children.Throughout the book kids

learn that there are many kinds of people in

the world and that diversity is something to

be celebrated. 
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The Deep & Dark Blue

Niki Smith

After a terrible political coup usurps their

noble house, Hawke and Grayson flee to

stay alive and assume new identities,

Hanna and Grayce. While Hawke wants to

return to his old life, Grayce realizes she

wants to stay in the one place that will allow

her to finally live as a girl.
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MORE LGBTQ+ BOOKS:
Hurricane Child  I  Callender

Better Nate Than Ever  I  Federle

George  I  Gino

Redwood and Ponytail  I  Holt

That’s okay! We all read at our own pace

and have our own likes and dislikes. A

librarian can help you find a book that

you will love. Ask us!

“These books aren’t
my thing!"

The Best At It

Maulik Pancholy

Twelve-year-old Rahul Kapoor, an

Indian-American boy growing up in

small-town Indiana, struggles to come to

terms with his identity, including that he

may be gay.
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My Two Moms and Me

Michael Joosten

Families with same-sex parents are

celebrated in this board book that follows

busy moms and their kids throughout their

day-eating breakfast, going on a playdate,

heading to the pool for a swim, and settling

back in at night with a bedtime story and a

good-night lullaby.

Also available: "My Two Dads and Me"

BB PLove Makes a Family

Sophie Beer

Whether you have one parent, two moms, two

dads, a mom and a dad, or another wonderful

caregiver, there's one thing that makes a

family... and that's love.

BB P

Prince & Knight

Daniel Haack

A prince and a knight in shining armor find true

love in each other's embrace after fighting a

dragon together.
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Papa, Daddy, and Riley

Seamus Kirst

When a classmate insists a family must

have a mother and a father, Riley fears

she will have to choose between Papa

and Daddy until her fathers assure her

that love makes a family.
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Julián is a Mermaid

Jessica Love

In an exuberant picture book, a glimpse of

costumed mermaids leaves one boy

flooded with wonder and ready to dazzle

the world.
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When Aidan Became a Brother

Kyle Lukoff

Aidan, a transgender boy, experiences

complicated emotions as he and his

parents prepare for the arrival of a new

baby.
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The Family Book

Todd Parr

Represents a variety of families, some

big and some small, some with only one

parent and some with two moms or

dads, some quiet and some noisy, but

all alike in some ways and special no

matter what.
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Heather Has Two Mommies

Lesléa Newman

When Heather goes to school for the first

time, someone asks her about her daddy,

but Heather doesn't have a daddy. Then

something interesting happens. When

Heather and her classmates all draw

pictures of their families, not one drawing

is the same.
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Recommended Reads
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For Young Children
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And Tango Makes Three

Justin Richardson

At New York City's Central Park Zoo, two

male penguins fall in love and start a

family by taking turns sitting on an

abandoned egg until it hatches.
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This Day in June

Gayle E. Pitman

A picture book illustrating a Pride parade.

The endmatter serves as a primer on LGBT

history and culture and explains the

references made in the story.

P
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Harriet Gets Carried Away

Jessie Sima

While shopping with her two dads for

supplies for her birthday party, Harriet,

who is wearing a penguin costume, is

carried away by a waddle of penguins

and must hatch a plan in order to get

herself back to the store in the city.
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It Feels Good to Be Yourself: a Book

About Gender Identity

Theresa Thorn

A picture book that introduces the

concept of gender identity to the

youngest reader. Some people are

boys. Some people are girls. Some

people are both, neither, or somewhere

in between.
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Jacob's New Dress

Sarah Hoffman

Jacob, who likes to wear dresses at

home, convinces his parents to let him

wear a dress to school too.

PT 306.76
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MORE LGBTQ+ BOOKS:
Worm Loves Worm  I  Austrain

Red: A Crayon's Story  I  Hall

Sparkle Boy  I  Newman

A Church for All  I  Pitman

Stella Brings the Family  I  Schiffer

That’s okay! We all read at our own pace

and have our own likes and dislikes. A

librarian can help you find a book that

you will love. Ask us!

“These books aren’t
my thing!"

I Am Jazz

Jessica Herthel & Jazz Jennings

Presents the story of a transgender

child who traces her early awareness

that she is a girl in spite of male

anatomy and the acceptance she finds

through a wise doctor who explains her

natural transgender status.
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